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Chronic simple glaucoma is characterized as a chronic, slowly 

progressive, optic neuropathy with characteristic patterns of optic 

nerve damage and visual field loss.

A troublesome, yet consistent finding across population-based 

studies is that a large portion of glaucoma remains undiagnosed. In 

developed nations, 50% of those with glaucoma do not know that 

they have it, and to over 90% in developing nations with poor access 

to health-care. In  most  cases,  the  optic  disc  changes  occur  prior  

to  visual  field  loss,  so   the  assessment  of  the  optic  disc  is  a  

very  important  part  of  the  evaluation  of  glaucoma and ocular 

hypertension patients. Early glaucomatous optic disc changes  are  

delicate, so techniques  of  estimation  of  optic  discs  of   persons  

who  are  suspected  or  diagnosed  as  having  glaucoma  are  

requested.  Current methods of optic nerve classification focus on 

the cup, more specifically the cup/disc ratio, as a measure of 

severity of damage. Such a system was first promoted by Armaly in 

the late 1960s and has been the predominant way of describing the 

optic nerve ever since. It suffers from three principal shortcomings. 

First, it does not describe directly the actual change occurring in 

glaucoma, namely, the loss of neuroretinal rim tissue. It is this loss 

that is manifest in an increasing cup/disc ratio. Refining the 

cup/disc ratio by considering the vertical ratio ,  may be better at 

identifying glaucoma, but this method suffers from the same 

problems. Second, the cup/disc ratio system does not possess high 

inter observer reliability.  Third, the cup/disc ratio does not correct 

for the effects of optic nerve size. Large optic nerves have large optic 

cups and often elevated cup/disc ratios.

The  disc  damage  likelihood  scale  was devised  by  Spaeth  et  

al.  to  incorporate   the evaluation  of  disc  size  and  rim  width  in 

clinical  grading  of  the  disc.  It    has  been shown  to  be  a  reliable 

and  reproducible method  of  estimating  the  amount  of  optic 

nerve  damage  caused  by  glaucoma , .

However, reports using DDLS to diagnose COAG haven't come 

up with domestically until now. Our research adopted DDLS 

associated with visual field test to examine patients of chronic 

simple glaucoma and persons in whom glaucoma was suspected, so 

as to explore correlation between DDLS and visual field impairment 

and its value in early diagnosis of COAG. It aims at distinguishing 

between healthy and diseased optic discs, grouping patients 

according to the disease severity which is helpful for 

prognostication, treatment and also helps to monitor the change.

  Objectives: This study was undertaken to assess the correlation of disc damage using Disc 

Damage Likelihood Scale (DDLS) with the visual field defects in patients with chronic simple 

glaucoma. Materials and Methods:113 eyes of 60 patients of Chronic simple glaucoma and 

glaucoma suspects were analysed and staged according to DDLS. Visual field testing was carried 

out and grading done by HPA criteria. Linear correlation, regression analysis and predictability 

were calculated using pearson correlation analysis using SPSS 16.0 software. Results: There 

were 37 males and 23 females in our study with a mean age of 59.4 ±12.4 years. DDLS showed a 

coefficient correlation value of r = 0.81, r = -0.80 and r = 0.46 (p<0.0001) when plotted against 

HPA, MD and PD respectively.CD ratio showed a coefficient correlation value of r =0.69, r= -0.68, 

r= 0.27 when plotted against HPA, MD and PD respectively. DDLS had an excellent predictability 

compared to CDR. Conclusion:DDLS is significantly correlated with the degree of glaucomatous 

visual field damage in patients with chronic simple glaucoma, and thus it is helpful in early 

diagnosis of glaucoma. DDLS is an easy, inexpensive, quick method to document and manage 

early cases of COAG.
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The  purpose  of  the  current  study  is  to  correlate  the  optic  

disc  changes  and  the  visual  field  defects  in  primary  open  angle  

glaucoma  to  help  in  detecting  the  glaucomatous   changes  early  

in  the  course  of  the  disease  and  thereby  help  prevent  

blindness. With the above background this study was undertaken to 

assess the correlation of disc damage using DDLS with the visual 

field defects in patients with chronic simple glaucoma.

A Randomized prospective study was undertaken in patients 

who were either diagnosed or were suspected cases of chronic 

simple glaucoma, normal tension glaucoma, who either attended 

OPD or were admitted during the study period.60 cases with 

chronic simple glaucoma in hospitals attached to J.J.M. Medical 

College, Davangere were enrolled for the study from October 2011 

to Sept 2013. Study was approved by the Institutional review 

board.Those with diagnosed chronic simple glaucoma, open angles, 

refractive errors of less than 5 dioptres of spherical equivalent and 

upto 3 diopters of astigmatism and ability to obtain reliable visual 

fields were included. Very old incompliant patients, diseases known 

to affect the visual field, visual acuity less than 6/60, Neurologic 

pathology associated with visual field defects, and any other optic 

disc abnormality that would affect the evaluation of the optic disc 

and an unreliable visual field test were excluded.Patients 

underwent detailed ophthalmic examination including detailed 

Ocular History, Family history, Best Corrected Visual acuity using 

Snellen's chart, Pupil size and reaction were noted. Bio microscopy 

of the anterior segment was performed with the help of slit lamp to 

detect signs of underlying disease. Intra Ocular Tension using 

Applanation Tonometry, Gonioscopy using 3-mirror gonioscope. 

The detailed fundoscopic examination is done after pupillary 

dilatation. The optic disc will be examined at a slit lamp by using 

non-contact fundus lens and recorded after appropriate correction 

factor. Disc size will be measured and rim to disc ratio in whichever 

axis the rim is thinnest will be assessed and vertical C/D ratio 

determined. Disc Damage Likelihood Scale staging was done.Visual 

Field analysis done with automated static perimetry, OPTOPOL 

PTS1000 (OPTOPOL Technology S.A.ul.Żabia 42, 42-400 Zawierci, 

(POLAND), threshold Central 30-2 with goldmann size III target, a 

31.4asb, white background and full threshold strategy. Central 10-2 

may be used for advanced glaucoma cases. Appropriate lens 

correction placed before the eye to be tested.Visual field changes 

classified according to HPA staging system. The patients were 

divided into 4 groups depending on Visual Field defects (no 

damage, mild, moderate, severe). These groups were then 

correlated with Stages (0-10) on the DDLS scale.

Correlation between DDLS and C/D ratio with HPA staging 

system evaluated by using the Pearson correlation analysis and 

regression analysis using SPSS 17.0 software.

The study group consisted of 113 eyes of 60 patients. The mean 

age was 59.4 ±12.4 years, ranging from 31 years to 86 years, with 

35% of patients between ages 61 - 70 years.37 (61.7%) were 

females and 23 (38.3%) males.(Table 1)

18 (30%) were diabetic, 21 (35%) were hypertensive, 9 (5%) 

had family history of open angle glaucoma. 26 patients (43%) were 

knowing about their disease and currently were on treatment for 

glaucoma. Mean IOP was 22.71 ± 3.37 mm of Hg with range of 16 – 

35 mm of Hg.(Table 1)

Majority of the patients 57 (50.4%) had visual acuity better 

than 6/18, 56 pts. (44.2%) had visual acuity 6/24 to 6/60.(Table 1)

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3. RESULTS:

Statistics used:
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The optic disc sizes were in ranges from 1.33 mm to 2.4 mm 

with average vertical disc size 1.87 mm (SD = 0.26). 11.5% of the 

patients had disc size <1.5 mm, 57.5 % of the the patients had disc 

size with 1.5 to 2.0 mm. 31 % of patients had more than 2.0 mm 

disc size.42 eyes (37.2%) had early visual field defects, 38 eyes 

(33.6%) had moderate visual field defects.27 eyes (23.9%) had 

severe visual field defects.(Table 1)

In the study done of 113 eyes, 42 eyes (37.2%) had early visual 

field defects, 38 eyes (33.6%) had moderate visual field defects.27 

eyes (23.9%) had severe visual field defects.(Table 1)

The table compares frequency of Visual Field Defect Grade at 

all Stages of Disc Damage Likelihood Scale. A definite correlation 

was found (Pearson chi-square = 112.2) p= <0.0001, i.e. the more 

severe the damage to the optic nerve head, the worse the field 

defects.

Graph 1: Scatter plot of relation between mean deviation of the 

visual field and disc damage likelihood scale (DDLS). 

Table 2: Correlation of DDLS stage to Visual fields defect

Graph 1 – LINEAR CORRELATION PLOT BETWEEN MD 

AND DDLS

Scatter plot of relation between mean deviation of the visual field and 

CD ratio.

This is a scatter plot of relation between level of the visual field 

damage anddiscdamagelikelihoodscale (DDLS). 

Graph 4: LINEAR CORRELATION PLOT BETWEEN CD ratio AND 

HPA-VFD

Graph 2: LINEAR CORRELATION PLOT BETWEEN MD AND CD

Graph 3: LINEAR CORRELATION PLOT BETWEEN DDLS AND 

HPA-VFD

This is a scatter plot of relation between level of the visual field 

damage anddiscdamagelikelihoodscale (DDLS).
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4.DISCUSSION: 

5. CONCLUSION:

Analysis shows that DDLS has stronger correlation with MD and 

PSD and visual field defect than CD ratio. As r value of DDLS with MD 

is -0.80 compared to CD ratio with MD which is -0.68, both CD ratio 

and DDLS staging systems are strongly correlating with MD, PSD 

and visual field damage. But DDLS has better correlation compared 

to CD ratio with all the parameters.

Of the 113 eyes studied for a distribution of severity 

classification using the HPA  severity scale, only 6 eyes showed 

Normal VF. Early VFD was seen in 42 eyes, followed by Moderate 

and Severe VFD in 38 and 27 eyes respectively.In the present study, 

maximum eyes had early visual field defects and only 5 eyes had no 

visual field defects indicating the insidious onset of the disease and 

diagnosis of patients only after the disease has progressed to an 

extent to which glaucomatous optic nerve damage has already 

occurred.

          Graphs 1, 2 are line graphs to depict linear correlation between 

DDLS and MD; and CDR and MD respectively. The former gives a 

correlation coefficient r = -0.80 (p<0.0001) while the latter gives an 

inverse correlation of r = -0.68 (p<0.0001). Both are statistically 

significant values. H V Danesh-Meyer et al in their study found that 

DDLS outperformed the CDR in predicting VF damage and has been 

shown to be a reliable and reproducible method of estimating the 

amount of optic nerve damage caused by glaucoma . This is also in 

agreement with a study done by Jeffrey D Henderer et al.7 Study 

done by Chandra Et al., found a stronger correlation of DDLS with 

MD in VFs (-0.7958) than between C/D ratio with M.D (-0.708).9  

DDLS shows strong positive correlation with MD in VFs and strong 

negative correlation in RNFL thickness when compared to C/D 

ratio.

In a study by Hitchings and Spaeth, examination of stereoscopic 

optic disc photographs allowed accurate prediction of 

glaucomatous and normal fields to be made in 82 and 95% of eyes 

respectively and for visual field loss to be correctly located in upper 

and lower half in 83 and 91% of cases respectively. The high 

correlation between the state of the visual field and the optic disc 

means that, in the evaluation of the visual functions of a glaucoma 

patient, the appearance of the optic disc and the visual field should 

be in agreement.10

The two major advantages of DDLS are, firstly, that it considers 

the disc size and secondly that it focuses attention on how much 

neuroretinal rim tissue is present. By categorizing discs as small, 

medium or large, the expectation of rim thickness is adjusted.  This 

reduces the misclassification bias based on the disc size. It also 

takes into consideration the focal loss of rim tissue.  Hence two eyes 

with same rim areas may have different DDLS stage if one has a focal 

rim tissue loss.

The interobserver and intraobserver agreement for the DDLS is 

greater than both the Armaly cup/disc system and the optic nerve 

measurement system.

Jonas BJ11  reported that correlation between mean visual field 

defect and neuroretinal rim area was similar to a logarithmic 

function. In eyes with normal visual fields, rim shape was the most 

important variable for detecting glaucomatous nerve damage. In 

the early stage of glaucoma, the NRR area decreased more than the 

mean visual field defect increased. It explains why some eyes with 

increased IOP, abnormal optic discs, have normal visual fields. 

Macri A et al reported that the agreement of visual field analysis 

with all the optic disc parameters was good (kappa = 0.690).12

Keltner LJ et al13  concluded that both the visual fields and 

optic disc must be monitored with equal diligence. Changes in the 

ONH based on photographs and visual field changes have an 

increased risk of developing glaucoma.

DDLS has limitations. It is theoretically possible that a patient 

with static DDLS may have continuing damage, for example if focal 

thinning of the disc was followed by generalized atrophy. However, 

detailed drawing of the optic disc at every visit and longitudinal 

follow-up with other modalities help to overcome this limitation. 

This method requires some effort to learn and is best carried out 

with the table of stages at hand during slit lamp evaluation of the 

optic disc.

 As a novel method to evaluate the amount of optic disc damage, 

DDLS stage with its accordance with visual field indices and HPA 

staging system is superior to C/D ratio in offering the damage 

extent of optic disc. 

   In our study, we found DDLS an easy, quick, inexpensive and 

accurate method to document ONH damage. It appears to be 

superior to C/D ratio for optic disc evaluation. The two major 

advantages of DDLS are, firstly, that it considers the disc size and 

secondly that it focuses attention on how much neuroretinal rim 

tissue is present. By categorizing discs by size, the expectation of 

rim thickness is adjusted. It also takes into consideration the focal 

loss of rim tissue.

DDLS was shown to correlate more closely with visual field 

indices and the HPA staging system which is extremely useful in 

predicting visual field loss; thereby making it a formidable tool for 

an early diagnosis, monitoring progression, response to treatment 

and assessing prognosis of COAG.
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